
CIS 631
Parallel Processing
Fork-Join Model and OpenMP



Fork-Join

Fundamental way of expressing concurrency within a computation

Fork is called by a thread (parent) to create a new thread (child) of 
concurrency

Parent continues after the fork operation

Child begins operation separate from the parent

Fork creates concurrency

Join is called by both the parent and child

Child joins after it finishes 

Parent waits until child joins

Join removes concurrency



Fork-Join

Fork-join dependency

Parent must join with its forked children

Forked children with the same parent can join with parent in 
any order

Fork-join DAG

What does it look like?



Fork-Join

Fork-join dependency

Parent must join with its forked children

Forked children with the same parent can join with parent in 
any order

Fork-join DAG

What does it look like?
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Fork-join model comes from basic forms of creating processes and 
threads in the OS

Forking a child process from a parent process

fork() - creates a new child process

Process state of parent is copied to child process

Parent process continues to next PC on fork() return

Child process also starts execution at the next PC

Parent process can call waitpid() for a particular child process

If child process has called join(), parent continues

If child process has not called join(), parent blocks/waits

Fork-Join in 
Unix



Fork-Join in 
Unix

Fork-Join “Hello World” in Unix



POSIX 
Threads

Fork-Join in POSIX standard multi-threading interface

For general multi-threaded concurrent programming

(Largely) independent across implementations/platforms

Provides primitives for

Thread creation and management

Synchronization



POSIX 
Threads

Thread creation
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_create(

  pthread_t *thread_id,  

  const pthread_attr_t *attribute,

  void *(*thread_function)(void *),void *arg);

Thread termination
void pthread_exit(void *status)

Implicitly called when function returns

Thread join

int pthread_join(

    pthread_t thread_id,

    void **status);



POSIX 
Threads

Example

void *func(void *){

  …

}

pthread_t  id;

int  X;

…

pthread_create(&id, NULL, func, &X);

…

pthread_join(id, NULL);

…



POSIX 
Threads



fork() vs. 
pthreads

Fork()

Both parent and child executes the next instruction/PC

Two identical copies of the address space/code/stack are 
created 

pthreads

Child thread executes the provided function

Child thread will share open files/signal handlers/working 
directory with the parent, but get its own stack/registers

Think of the fork as creating an identical copy that executes like the 
parent, whereas pthread shares data with the parent and operates 
as an independent worker (doing what the parent tells it to do).



Other 
Fork-Join 
Programming 
Model

Cilk Plus

cilk_spawn B(); // Frok

C();

cilk_sync(); // Join

B() is executed by the child thread

C() is executed by the parent thread



Other 
Fork-Join 
Programming 
Model

OpenMP

Threading Building Blocks (TBB)

OpenACC



Questions?



What is 
OpenMP?

An API for writing multi-threaded (parallel) applications

● Set of compiler directives and library routines 
● Greatly simplifies writing multi-threaded code (vs. pthreads)
● Standardizes last 30 years of SMP practice

Goals of OpenMP

● Standardized
● Provide a parallelization standard among a variety of shared 

memory architectures
● Defined & endorsed by a number of hardware and software 

vendors
● Lean

● Only requires a few lines of directives to parallelize your code
● Easy to use

● Simple concept (as we will see later)
● Allows both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism

● Portable
● Supported by most major vendors



OpenMP 
Stack



OpenMP 
Features

Designed for multi-processor with shared memory (SMP)

Works with MPI (Message Passing Interface) for distributed system

Hybrid Parallelism (e.g., MPI+X)

Parallelism is achieved through threads

Thread is the smallest unit of execution (also by the OS)

Explicit Parallelism

User has full control over parallelization



OpenMP 
Model

Fork-Join Model on OpenMP

● All OpenMP program begins as a single process (i.e., the 
master thread)

● Master thread executes alone (sequentially) until a parallel 
region is encountered
● The program then forks
● Code in the parallel region is executed by multiple threads
● The thread joins when the parallel region is completed
● The number of parallel regions and threads working on them 

can be arbitrary
● Within the parallel region

● Data (e.g., variables) are shared by default 
● Scope of the data can be changed
● Other parallel regions can exist (nested parallelism)
● Number of threads can change (depends on vendor support)



OpenMP 
Model

Implicit barrierFork Join



OpenMP 
Syntax

Most OpenMP constructs are compiler directives

#pragma omp <directive> [clause …]

#pragma omp parallel default(shared) private(a, b)

Library Functions

Thread queries (number of threads, thread ID, etc.)

int omp_get_num_threads(void)

Environment Variables

Setting number of threads, affinity, etc.

export OMP_NUM_THREADS=8

Why would you want to use environment variables?



Example - 
Hello World

void main() 

{ 

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}



Example - 
Hello World

#include <omp.h>

void main() 

{ 

#pragma omp parallel

{

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}

}

gcc -fopenmp main.c

-qopenmp for Intel 
compilers (e.g., icc)

-mp for PGI compiler



Example - 
Hello World

#include <omp.h>

void main() 

{ 

#pragma omp parallel

{

    int ID = omp_get_thread_num();

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}

}



Example - 
Hello World

#include <omp.h>

void main() 

{ 

int ID;

#pragma omp parallel

{

    ID = omp_get_thread_num();

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}

}

● Within the parallel region
● Data (e.g., variables) are 

shared by default 

Problem?



One possible output (the code will behave unpredictably):

● Race condition will occur from unintended sharing of 
variables.

● This is why “join” exists - synchronization to prevent race 
condition (it will not help in this case).

● However, synchronization is expensive - it is best to 
avoid/minimize synchronization

 hello(0)  world(3) 
 hello(3)  world(3) 
 hello(1)  world(3) 
 hello(2)  world(3) 

Example - 
Hello World



Example - 
Hello World

#include <omp.h>

void main() 

{ int ID = 1;

#pragma omp parallel private(ID)

{

    ID = omp_get_thread_num();

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}

}



Example - 
Hello World

#include <omp.h>

void main() 

{ int ID = 1;

#pragma omp parallel private(ID)

{

    ID = omp_get_thread_num();

    int ID = 0; 

    printf(“ hello(%d) ”, ID); 

    printf(“ world(%d) \n”, ID); 

}

    printf(“%d\n”, ID); 

}



void *perform_work(void *arguments) 

{ 

int index = *((int *)arguments);

  … 

}

  pthread_t threads[NUM_THREADS];
  int thread_args[NUM_THREADS];

  for (i = 0; i < NUM_THREADS; i++) {

    printf("IN MAIN: Creating thread %d.\n", i);

    thread_args[i] = i;

    result_code = pthread_create(&threads[i], NULL, perform_work, 

&thread_args[i]);

    assert(!result_code);

  }

  for (i = 0; i < NUM_THREADS; i++) {

    result_code = pthread_join(threads[i], NULL);

    assert(!result_code);

    printf("IN MAIN: Thread %d has ended.\n", i);

  }

Using pthreads



Work-Sharing 
Constructs

Divides the work in the code region between the threads (vs. all 
threads executing the entirety of the code region)

Types of work-sharing constructs

● Do/For
● Sections
● Single



Work-Sharing 
- Do/For

Share iterations of the loop across the 
threads (i.e., data parallelism)

#pragma omp parallel

{

    #pragma omp for
    for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
        x[i] = 1;
    }
}
OR
#pragma omp parallel for
for(int i = 0; i < ARR_SIZE; i++) {
        x[i]++;
}

Also an implicit barrier at the end of the loop



Work-Sharing 
- Sections

Each section can do different parts of the 
code section (assuming they can be done 
independently) or completely different work 
altogether

    #pragma omp parallel
    {
        #pragma omp sections
        {
            #pragma omp section
            {
                for(int i = 0; i < ARR_SIZE/4; i++) {
                    x[i] = 1;
                }
            }

     … 
            #pragma omp section
            {
                for(int i = (ARR_SIZE/4)*3; i < 
ARR_SIZE; i++) {
                    x[i] = 1;
                }
            }
        }
    }

This code has a similar effect as using 4 
threads  with parallel for



Work-Sharing 
- Single

Only 1 thread in the team executes the code 
section

Why??

● Might be useful when executing code 
sections that are not thread safe (e.g., 
IO)

#pragma omp parallel
{

    #pragma omp single 

    {

        some code…  

    }

}

Only construct that does not allow “parallel 
single”



Work-Sharing 
- Master

Only 1 thread in the team executes the code section

● It is the master thread that executes this section and every other 
thread skips it

● There is no implicit barrier associated with this directive



Questions?



Talapas

The Talapas supercomputer is a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster capable 
of performing over 250 trillion floating point operations every second. The 
acquisition and deployment of Talapas marks a new era for research computing at the 
University of Oregon. A true research cluster, Talapas is designed to accommodate a 
wide variety of workflows, from classical MPI based distributed computing to GPU 
accelerated simulations to large memory applications. This heterogeneous design 
delivers a single cluster that can effectively serve the unique needs of the diverse 
computational research community at the University of Oregon.

Utilizing HPC clusters

Login node

Gateway to accessing the system via ssh

This is where you can develop code and initiate your experiments

Compute node

For actual computation

Accessible by using a) an interactive sessions, or b) submitting a “job”

Do not develop code on a compute node

System 
Access



Compute 
Nodes



lbnl.srun

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --account=CIS631                ### your charge account 
#SBATCH --partition=short               ### queue to submit to
#SBATCH --job-name=my_test              ### job name
#SBATCH --output=output/test_%A.out ### file in which to store job stdout
#SBATCH --error=output/test_%A.err  ### file in which to store job stderr
#SBATCH --time=15                       ### wall-clock time limit, in minutes
#SBATCH --mem=64000M                    ### memory limit per node, in MB
#SBATCH --nodes=1                       ### number of nodes to use
#SBATCH --ntasks-per-node=1             ### number of tasks to launch per node
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=14              ### number of cores for each task

module load mkl
export KMP_AFFINITY=granularity=fine,compact,1
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=56

./build/Linux-x86_64/bin/splatt cpd --stream=5- -f=0.999 --reg=frob,1e-3,5 -r=10 -t=28 ../hpctensor/lbnl-network.tns

Executing 
Code



[jeec@talapas-ln1 ~]$ module list

Currently Loaded Modules:
  1) slurm/19.05   2) intel/17   3) openmpi/2.1   4) mkl   5) cuda/9.2

[jeec@talapas-ln1 ~]$ module available mkl

------------------- /packages/modulefiles/Compiler/intel/17 
--------------------
   mkl (L)

  Where:
   L:  Module is loaded

Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..." to search for all possible modules 
matching any of the "keys".

Module



Partition

[jeec@talapas-ln1 job_scripts]$ sinfo -s

interactive - use it like a regular node

short/long - most commonly used, depending on the execution time

gpu/longgpu/testgpu - for GPU testing and execution

fat/longfat - if you need lots of memory

preempt - special low priority queue; jobs may be cancelled if there are higher priority jobs



[jeec@talapas-ln1 mpi_test]$ squeue 
             JOBID PARTITION     NAME     USER ST       TIME  NODES NODELIST(REASON)
          13333831      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:41:50      1 n073
          13333834      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:41:36      1 n073
          13333842      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:41:13      1 n073
          13333862      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:40:03      1 n074
          13333865      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:39:54      1 n074
          13333870      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:39:42      1 n074
          13333877      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:39:12      1 n058
          13333881      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:39:00      1 n058
          13333887      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:38:39      1 n058
          13333942      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:34:16      1 n058
          13333943      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:34:12      1 n058
          13333944      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:34:06      1 n075
          13333948      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:33:51      1 n075
          13333951      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:33:45      1 n075
          13333954      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:33:39      1 n075
          13333972      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:32:44      1 n059
          13333977      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:32:25      1 n059
          13333979      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:32:19      1 n059
          13334008      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-21:30:46      1 n076
          13335103      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:58:35      1 n061
          13335111      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:58:15      1 n061
          13335112      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:58:10      1 n061
          13335142      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:56:28      1 n016
          13335153      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:55:46      1 n063
          13335156      long BayesTra  dreuter  R 20-20:55:33      1 n063

Job Name



Output
#SBATCH --output=output/mpi_test_%A.out ### file in which to store job stdout
#SBATCH --error=output/mpi_test_%A.err  ### file in which to store job stderr

-rw-r--r-- 1 jeec talapas    0 Jul 21 14:05 mpi_test_9619097.err
-rw-r--r-- 1 jeec talapas  936 Jul 21 14:05 mpi_test_9619097.out



Time and 
Memory

#SBATCH --time=15                        ### wall-clock time limit, in minutes
#SBATCH --mem=64000M                     ### memory limit per job

Time
● Job ends when your application finishes
● When it crashes, it may continue running
● Good to set a time limit, so you don’t waste your money if it crashes 

and runs to maximum allowed time
 Memory
● Typically used only when you have some special memory needs
● If not specified, default memory for the node is used
● --mem is typically used for single node job (it’s more common to 

allocate memory per task for multi-node jobs)



Computing 
Resources

#SBATCH --nodes=1                       ### number of nodes to use
#SBATCH --ntasks-per-node=1             ### number of tasks to launch per node
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=14              ### number of cores for each task

Number of nodes, number of MPI tasks per node, and number of cores for 
each task
Here, cpus mean physical CPU cores (not hyperthreads)



Actually 
Executing 
Your Code

module load mkl
export KMP_AFFINITY=granularity=fine,compact,1
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=56

./build/Linux-x86_64/bin/splatt cpd --stream=5- -f=0.999 --reg=frob,1e-3,5 -r=10 -t=28 

../hpctensor/lbnl-network.tns



SLURM

Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management

Basically a job scheduler

[jeec@talapas-ln1 mpi_test]$ sbatch lbnl.srun 



Remember

When calculating performance numbers, take average or median for 
statistically meaningful numbers

● For this class, please use average (i.e., arithmetic mean) of 20  
tests/runs

● You can run the code 20 times within one batch file, or run the 
batch files 20 times

DO NOT WASTE RESOURCES!!

● The department is paying for this and there is a maximum 
budget

If you follow the rules, you should be fine

a) Develop code on local machine or login node
b) Set time limits on tests on compute nodes



Manual https://hpcrcf.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/TCP/overview


